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Seamless Object-Oriented Software Architecture: Analysis and Design of Reliable SystemsPrentice Hall, 1995
In the past few years, object-oriented techniques have finally made the passage
from the programming-in-the-small island to the mainland of programming-inthe-
large. Accompanying this transition has been a change in the role and
perception of software methods: in addition to their well-established use in the
earliest stages of a...
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Inspire!: Why Customers Come BackFT Press, 2009

	8 POWERFUL WAYS TO INSPIRE TODAY’S TOUGH CUSTOMERS IN TOUGH TIMES AND MAKE THEM STICK!


	 


	“With Jim Champy’s well-proven gift for keen management analysis, today’s essential notions of business...
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Strategies for Information Technology GovernanceIdea Group Publishing, 2003
This text records and interprets some important existing theories, models and practices in the IT Governance domain and aims to contribute to the understanding of IT Governance.

In many organizations, Information Technology (IT) has become crucial in the support, the sustainability and the growth of the business. This pervasive use of...
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Introduction to Information Systems, 15th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	O’Brien’s Introduction to Information Systems 15e reflects the contemporary use of enterprise-wide business systems. New real-world case studies continue to correspond with this industry reality. The text’s focus is on teaching the future manager the potential effect on business of the most current IT technologies such as...
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Squeak: Learn Programming with Robots (Technology in Action)Apress, 2005
The goal of this book is to explain elementary programming concepts such as loops, abstractions, composition, and conditionals to novices of all ages. It teaches the core programming concepts based on simple problems, involving the manipulation of robots or "turtles" as frequently seen in school learning environments. The ideal reader...
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Surfing the Edge of Chaos: The Laws of Nature and the New Laws of BusinessCrown, 2000
Every few years a book changes the way people think about a field. In psychology there is Daniel Goleman's Emotional Intelligence. In science, James Gleick's Chaos. In economics and finance, Burton Malkiel's A Random Walk Down Wall Street. And in business there is now Surfing the Edge of Chaos by Richard...
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Information Systems Reengineering and IntegrationSpringer, 2006
The strategic importance of information systems is now widely accepted, and over the last three decades these systems have received considerable investment. Systems have evolved from file systems, through database systems, to the emergence of Management Information Systems (MIS) and  more recently  Executive Information Systems (EIS). With the...
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Software EvolutionSpringer, 2008
Software has become omnipresent and vital in our information-based society, so all software producers should assume responsibility for its reliability. While "reliable" originally assumed implementations that were effective and mainly error-free, additional issues like adaptability and maintainability have gained equal importance...
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Production Planning in Production Networks: Models for Medium and Short-term PlanningSpringer, 2008
Distributed production networks are structures which are considered able to provide the organisational agility and efficiency necessary to compete in the global market. The performance of such organisations heavily depends on the ability of those involved in the network to coordinate their activities. Two approaches are available for managing...
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Pro SQL Server 2005 Integration ServicesApress, 2007
SQL Server Integration Services is groundbreaking. It exists for both the DBA and the developer, as well as that new role SSIS has created between the two--the data artisan.
Pro SQL Server 2005 Integration Services contains everything you could ever hope to know about this exciting new development from Microsoft: developer insight,...
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Managing Corporate Information Systems Evolution and MaintenanceIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Managing Corporate Information Systems Evolution and Maintenance addresses the recent developments of systems maintenance research and practices ranging from technicality of systems evolution to managerial aspects of the topic. It includes very contemporary issues such as evolving legacy systems to e-business, applying patterns for reengineering...
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Workflow Modeling: Tools for Process Improvement and Application DevelopmentArtech House Publishers, 2001
Just when process orientation has become mainstream thinking for business people and
systems people alike, it seems that the flow of process-oriented literature has pretty well
stopped. So here we are, thousands of us, up to our necks in process improvement and
information systems projects, finding that there is a real shortage of...
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